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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Postoperative radiotherapy in DBCG during 30 years. Techniques,
indications and clinical radiobiological experience

MARIE OVERGAARD & JENS JUUL CHRISTENSEN

Department of Oncology and Department of Medical Physics, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark

Abstract
During the time period 1977�2007 postoperative radiotherapy in DBCG has varied considerably with regard to techniques
and indications together with changes in the extent of surgery and adjuvant systemic therapy. The radiation treatment has
been developed on the basis of clinical, radiophysical and radiobiological principles, encompassing also practical problems
such as available equipment in the different centres and at times lack of sufficient machine capacity.

The paper focus especially on the comprehensive work done prior to the DBCG 82 b&c studies, in order to optimize
radiotherapy in all aspects prior to the evaluation of the efficacy of this treatment modality. The results from these trials did
succeed in clear evidence that radiotherapy has an important role in the multidisciplinary treatment of early breast cancer. In
parallel to these studies a new and challenging use of radiotherapy after breast conserving surgery was evaluated in the
DBCG TM 82 protocol. The experience obtained with different techniques in this study formed the basis for the current
principles of radiotherapy after lumpectomy.

Reduction of radiation related morbidity has been a major issue for the DBCG radiotherapy group, and in this aspect
several studies, including quality control visits, have been carried out to make the relevant modifications and to evaluate
deviations from the guidelines between the centres. The background for the changes in radiotherapy is described for each of
the programme periods as well as future perspectives which will include further refinements of the target and adjustments of
dose and fractionation in selected patients.

In the beginning of the 1970’s the standard treat-

ment for early breast cancer in Denmark was simple

mastectomy followed by loco-regional radiotherapy

according to the results from the Copenhagen study

comparing simple mastectomy plus radiotherapy

versus radical mastectomy alone and similar studies

[1�4]. No adjuvant systemic therapy was recom-

mended. Most patients were treated with orthovol-

tage equipment with the McWhirter technique

where the dose aim was 40�45 Gy in 18�20 fractions

over 3 weeks. However, during this time period more

and more megavoltage equipment was installed in

the larger radiotherapy departments and therefore

treatment techniques for postoperative radiotherapy

in early breast cancer with megavoltage irradiation

were developed. Typically the treatment technique

included an anterior field against the lymph nodes in

the periclavicular and axillary region in combination

with tangential opposed fields to the chest wall. The

position of the fields were planned and verified on a

simulator by the use of bone structures as land-

marks. The dose aim was 54 Gy in 24 fractions

maximum dose in the anterior photon field whereas

the dose for the tangential fields was calculated at

the central axis between the two fields corresponding

to the later ICRU-reference point. Dose homogene-

ity was aimed for by the use of standard wedges. The

extension of the photon fields was individualized

according to the location of the primary tumour and

the loco-regional spread. At that time the target

definitions which nowadays form the basis of dose

planning were just under development and the first

ICRU report including target definitions was pub-

lished in 1978 (ICRU 29) [5].

Parallel to the development in radiotherapy with

more effective high-energy equipment and new

treatment techniques the first convincing results of

adjuvant systemic therapy in early breast cancer

[6,7] appeared in the mid seventies. Especially pre-

menopausal women with node positive disease
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seemed to obtain a pronounced improvement in

disease-free survival. These results led to a paradigm

shift in the treatment of early breast cancer towards a

more multidisciplinary approach, and it was within

this time period that the DBCG group was formed,

and encouraged also to evaluate adjuvant systemic

therapy together with optimal loco-regional therapy

in high-risk patients [8,9].

In the following the important and major changes

in the radiotherapy recommendations during 30

years in DBCG are described in relation to the

different programmes.

Radiotherapy in DBCG 77

One of the major aims of the DBCG organization [8]

was to develop national treatment strategies to

assure a uniform treatment throughout the country

and to allow conduction of national clinical trials.

With the introduction of the DBCG-77 protocols it

was decided that total mastectomy and axillary

sampling should be offered to all patients with early

breast cancer. By this pathologic staging the patients

could be divided into a low-risk group (node

negative and T 55 cm) or a high-risk group (node

positive and/or invasion to the pectoral fascia and/or

T3 or T4 tumours). Patients belonging to the low-

risk group were not recommended further treatment

neither postoperative radiotherapy nor adjuvant

systemic therapy. High-risk patients were treated

with postoperative loco-regional radiotherapy as a

standard or included in DBCG protocol-77b or

DBCG-77c [10�12]. In the 77b study the value of

different adjuvant systemic chemotherapy or immu-

notherapy was studied in addition to postoperative

radiotherapy. In the protocol DBCG 77c endocrine

therapy or immunotherapy in addition to postopera-

tive radiotherapy was evaluated in all postmenopau-

sal women without any upper age limit. The

protocols included recommendations for the post-

operative radiotherapy (Table I). Due to the protocol

design which described simultaneous chemotherapy,

it was decided to modify the total dose aim to avoid

serious acute skin reaction due to interaction with

radiation (Table III). Publications and clinical ex-

perience had shown enhanced normal tissue reac-

tions (acute and late) in patients who received

simultaneous chemotherapy and radiotherapy [13].

For practical reasons it was decided to keep the same

dose aim in all treatment groups irrespective of type

of systemic therapy or none. As mentioned above the

description of target definitions and target depth

doses was about to be described in the ICRU 29

Report. This was known by the oncologists and

physicists in the DBCG group and included as a

recommendation for the dose calculation. Priority

was made to obtain the same minimum dose at

depth in the axilla to assure optimal tumour control

in all patients irrespective of thickness of the patient.

The reference point for the dose calculation in the

axilla was chosen to be the midaxilla (MA) corre-

sponding to the half of the anterior-posterior (a-p)

diameter in cm at the bottom of caput humeri

(Figure 1). This magic reference point showed to

be relevant also for the definition of the axillary

target depth in later DBCG programmes.

To reach the minimum dose according to increas-

ing depths of the midaxilla in different patients it was

necessary to increase maximum doses as shown in

Figure 2. However, the upper limit was set to be 54

Gy. There were two treatment techniques available.

A new three-field technique was introduced using an

anterior photon field against the periclaviculary and

axillary node areas combined with one anterior

electron field covering the remaining part of the

chest wall (Figure 3). It was not intended to include

the internal mammary nodes. The other available

technique was an anterior photon field to the

periclavicular and axillary regions combined with

two tangential opposed photon fields to the chest

wall.

Due to the fact that there was no access to

megavoltage treatment for patients living in peri-

pheral parts of the country it was allowed to offer

these patients orthovoltage treatment ad modem

McWhirter [14]. Moreover, even in the larger

departments the machine capacity was not large

enough to accumulate all patients referred for

radiotherapy. Therefore, in four of the centres it

was decided to use hypofractionation with 2 weekly

fractionations allowing the double number of pa-

tients to be treated. The fifth megavoltage centre

continued to give conventional 5 fractions per week.

The two fractionation schedules were thus a mini-

mum dose of 36.6 Gy in 12 fractions with 2

fractions per week or 40.92 Gy in 22 fractions

with 5 fractions per week, corresponding to a CRE

value of 1335 reu. The Ellis NSD formalism and the

CRE- derivative by Kirk et al were used to calculate

isoeffects between these two regimens Figure 4

[15,16].

The loco-regional radiotherapy in the DBCG 77

protocols resulted in satisfactory loco-regional tu-

mour control especially in patients, who were also

treated with systemic therapy [12]. However, in

the departments using the hypofractionation sche-

dules it became obvious after two years that the

radiation morbidity had increased remarkably
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compared to previous experience. Impairment of

shoulder movements, lymph oedema, severe fibrosis

in the irradiated areas, spontaneous rib fractures and

lung fibrosis occurred much more frequent than

expected [17,18]. Therefore in one of the centres,

Aarhus, it was decided before the end of the protocol

period to stop the use of hypofractionation and

switch to conventional fractionation. This later

allowed comparison between the early and late

normal tissue effects in patients treated with these

two schedules with and without adjuvant systemic

therapy [17�30], Furthermore has the detailed

morbidity recording in these patients together with

access to genetic material and fibroblast cell cultures

from the patients given us the basis for research and

identification of genetic profiles for risk of radiation

induced morbidity [31�42].

Radiotherapy in DBCG 82

In contrary to the increased radiation morbidity in

the DBCG 77 programmes the preliminary results

of the effect of adjuvant systemic therapy appeared

in the beginning of the 80’s showing significant

Table I. DBCG Recommendations for postmastectomy radiotherapy 1977�2007.

Year Patient age and indication Targets Dose/fx/time Techniques Remarks

1977 All high-risk, all ages Chest wall, axilla,

periclavicular area

41 Gy/22 fx/5½ wk

or

36 Gy/12 fx/6 wk

or

36 Gy/20 fx/4 wk

(orthovoltage)

3 field tangential

or

2 field electron/

photons

4 field orthovoltage

Simulator plan for MV

treated pts.

Mandatory central

registration of treatment

1982 High-risk (B70 years)

randomized to RT

in 82b&c protocols.

Standard to all

non-protocol pts.

Chest wall, axilla,

periclavicular area,

parasternal

50 Gy/25 fx/5 wk

or

48 Gy/24 fx/5 wk

or

36 Gy/20 fx/4 wk

(orthovoltage)

3 field anterior

electron/photon.

3 field wide

tangential

4 field orthovoltage

Simulator plan for MV

treated pts.

Mandatory central

registration of treatment

1989 High-risk (545 years)

with 4� pos. nodes

All pts with invasion of

pectoral fascie.

Chest wall, axilla,

periclavicular area,

parasternal.

Chest wall only to pts

with pectoral fascie

invasion.

48 Gy/24 fx/4½ wk 3 field anterior

electron/photon.

or

3 field wide

tangential.

Simulator plan for

all pts.

Central registration

of treatment -not

mandatory.

1995 All premenopausal

high-risk pts.

All pts with invasion

of pectoral fascie

Chest wall, axilla,

periclavicular area,

parasternal. Only level

3 in axilla if ]10 nodes

removed.

48 Gy/24 fx/4½ wk 3�4 field anterior

electron/photon.

or

3 field wide

tangential.

Simulator plan for

all pts.

Central registration

of treatment-not

mandatory.

First quality round

and report (1996).

1999 All high-risk pts

B70 years. Not standard

to pts. ]70 years.

All pts with invasion

of pectoral fascie

Chest wall, axilla,

periclavicular area,

parasternal. Only

level 3 in axilla if

]10 nodes removed.

48 Gy/24 fx/4½ wk 3�4 field anterior

electron/photon.

3 field wide

tangential.

Simulator plan for

all pts.

Central registration of

treatment � mandatory

from 2000.

Flensborg joined

DBCG 2000.

Second quality round

and report (2000).

2003�2007 All high-risk pts

exclusive pts with

micrometasis only

Not standard to pts

�70 years

All pts with invasion

of pectoral fascie

Chest wall, axilla,

periclavicular area,

parasternal (only to pts

with tumors at the right

side). Only level 3 in

axilla if ]10 nodes

removed.

48 Gy/24 fx/4½ wk 3�4 field anterior

electron/photon.

or

3 field wide

tangential.

Development of CT

planning 2002.

Central registration of

treatment mandatory.
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improvement in disease-free survival [10�12]. These

results supported the Fisher theory [43] which says

that breast cancer is mainly a systemic disease and

therefore only improvements can be obtained with

more effective systemic therapy whereas more ag-

gressive loco-regional therapy with more extensive

surgery and/or radiotherapy was not likely to im-

prove overall results as stated in the Halsted theory

[44]. Thus, in the light of the recent bad experience

with unacceptable radiation morbidity together

with the general opinion which held to the theory,

that postoperative radiotherapy would not improve

overall survival, it was decided to design a trial

to evaluate whether postoperative radiotherapy is

necessary in high-risk breast cancer patients who

also receive adjuvant systemic therapy. The 82b and

c protocols were designed as two three-arm studies

comparing postoperative radiotherapy after mastect-

omy and systemic therapy versus the same syste-

mic therapy alone versus the same systemic therapy

plus additional systemic therapy in high-risk patients

[10�12].

Due to the experience with increased radiation

morbidity in the previous protocol, the guidelines for

radiotherapy in the DBCG 82 protocols were

comprehensively prepared to optimize the radiation

treatment in all respects. It was decided to follow the

ICRU target definitions. To obtain consensus about

the exact target volume to include, the members of

the radiotherapy committee were asked to draw

target volumes on a number of CT slices of a patient

in treatment position as shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Further, it was decided that the target volume

should include all loco-regional node areas (pericla-

vicular, axillary, and internal mammary nodes

(IMN)) as well as the chest wall with sufficient

margin around the surgical scar. After consensus

about the target definitions it was possible to make

field arrangements on a simulator to cover these

areas as seen in Figure 3. An anterior photon field

Figure 1. The x-ray used for the target determination showing

the reference point for the MA measurements. The levels of the

CT-slices are indicated at the margin. The position of the patient

is not standard because of the small scan diameter of the

CT-scanner.

Figure 2. Left: The upper curve shows the common peak dose of 54.0 Gy in 24 fractions for all patients and the lower curve indicate the

dose to the later defined the midaxilla (MA) target depth.

Middle: The lower curve is the prescribed minimum dose to the target and the upper curve is the corresponding peak dose. For big a-p

diameters the minimum dose drops down due to the upper dose limit of 54.0 Gy for the peak dose.Right: The median dose concept results

in symmetrical peak and minimum doses. The demand for a dose deviation less than�10% cause a energy shift for big a-p diameters.
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Figure 3. DBCG 77: I: Anterior photon field including supra/infraclavicular region arid axillary region, lI: Bolus covered part of the anterior

photon field. III: Anterior electron field. A: Reference point for mid-plane of axillary field and measurement of anterior-posterior diameter

(A-P diameter). For further details, see Overgaard et al. [18].

DBCG 82. Left: The anterior combined photon/electron 3-field technique which was most commonly used in the DBCG 82 b&c trials.

Field I: anterior photon field. Fields II and III: anterior electron fields. Larynx and shoulder joint are blocked and a wax bolus covers the

scar area in the photon field area. Right: The wide tangential field technique. Field I: anterior photon field, with blocking of larynx and

shoulder joint. Fields II and II: opposed tangential photon fields with the medial field border being located 3 cm contralateral to

midsternum. From Nielsen et al. [45].

DBCG 89. Treatment fields to patients with � 10 nodes removed. Left figure: Anterior photons fields to periclavicular and level 3 axillary

nodes and lateral chest wall with lung blocks. Right figure: Anterior electron field covering remaining part of chest wall and IMN.DBCG 03.

Treatment fields to patients with � 10 nodes removed. Anterior combined photon and electron fields covering periclaviculary area, level 3

axillary nodes and chest wall. IMN only included in patients with right-sided tumours.

Postoperative radiotherapy in DBCG during 30 years 643



could cover the deep part of the target in the axilla

and the periclaviculary area, whereas the more

superficial part of the target on the chest wall and

IMN area could be covered by anterior electron

fields. Following this procedure in one patient, a

number of patients of different sizes were scanned

to test the variation of the target between patients.

On the basis of these information the DBCG 82b&c

irradiation techniques was developed and described

and thus it was possible to make field arrangements

in every patient using only a simulator. In Figure 7 it

is demonstrated how the anterior photon field was

angled to improve the junction between the photon

and electron field. The choice of electron energy for

the IMN field and the chest wall was based on

ultrasound measurements of the distance between

skin surface and pleural surface at relevant points in

both fields. Although most patients were treated with

the anterior three-field technique using a combina-

tion of photon and electron fields the, guidelines also

included recommendations for a three-field photon

technique using wide tangents to include the chest

wall and internal mammary nodes combined with an

anterior periclavicular field (Figure 3).

To avoid interaction with chemotherapy it was

chosen to give sequential radiotherapy and che-

motherapy with a one to two weeks interval between

start and end of radiotherapy and chemotherapy

(Tables I and III). Further standard fractionation

schedules were chosen, either 50 Gy in 25 fractions

over 5 weeks or 48 Gy in 22 fractions in 4 fractions

per week [12,45]. In addition, it was planned to

record all individual measurements and doses as well

as a prospective registration of acute and late

radiation morbidity [45,46].

The requirements about minimum dose at the

deep part of the target in the axilla were replaced by

the use of median dose to the target, which includes

a dose variation between �/� 10% for the photon

fields as seen in the right panel in Figure 2. The

calculation of the dose to the individual fields was

based on standard tables and therefore dose con-

tributions from transmission or scatter from the

other fields were not included (Figure 8). At a later

Figure 4. Determination of the two equivalent doses (no of fx/fx

per wks/total days) used for the recommended fractionations.

Figure 5. Some of the proposals for the target. The green line

indicates the DBCG target. The slice shows the situation at the

midaxilla (MA) reference point.

Figure 6. The depth of DBCG target defined from CT slices with

2 cm interval. The depth of the dashed curves is equal to the

corresponding colored curves plus 0.5 cm.
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revision of the dose in the 89 programme, the

knowledge of these dose contributions resulted in a

reduction of the dose to 48 Gy in 24 fractions to

compensate for the more intensified chemotherapy.

A comprehensive audit of the radiotherapy used in

the 82b and c protocols as well as the outcome with

respect to loco-regional and distant tumour control

has been described in details elsewhere [45�47].

Overall, the addition of post-mastectomy radiother-

apy in high risk pre- and post-menopausal patients in

spite of adjuvant systemic therapy has demonstrated

a substantial benefit in terms of loco-regional

tumour control and improved long-term survival

[48�52]. Thus, these results have clearly demon-

strated the proof of principle that primary loco-

regional tumour control has impact on survival even

in patients who also receive an adjuvant systemic

therapy [53]. Ongoing studies based on material

from the tumour biobank in the DBCG 82b and c

protocols are underway to identify genetic and

molecular targets which in details may identify the

patients who especially may benefit from postmas-

tectomy irradiation [54�57].

With regard to radiation morbidity, this has been

evaluated in details by examination of all patients in

one centre. The main conclusion is that the late

morbidity caused by irradiation was mild and only

moderately increased compared to non-irradiated

patients. Further, the registry based study of all

patients with respect to cardiac morbidity and

mortality did not demonstrate radiation related

cardiac morbidity within 12 years of observation

[58,59]. Neither have preliminary results of 25 years’

follow-up of the DBCG 82b and c protocols

indicated increased cardiac mortality in irradiated

patients.

Radiotherapy in DBCG 82 TM

Parallel to evaluation of post-mastectomy irradiation

in the DBCG 82b and c protocols, the concept of

breast conserving therapy was planned [60,61] and

evaluated in the TM 82 protocol [62�65]. The

majority of the patients included in this protocol

were low risk (node negative and tumour 55 cm)

and therefore the target in patients randomized to

breast conserving therapy was only the residual

breast including underlying chest wall, whereas

similar patients treated with mastectomy did not

receive postoperative radiotherapy. However, high-

risk patients included in this protocol irrespective of

primary surgery received loco-regional postoperative

radiotherapy to target areas analogue to what is

described in 82 b and c protocols. The guidelines for

radiotherapy after breast conserving surgery and

axillary dissection were described separately as given

in Table II. Two treatment techniques were de-

scribed for treating the breast. Most patients were

treated with tangential photon fields using super-

voltage 6�10 MV photon beams to the breast. But in

3 centres an anterior electron field including all

breast tissue was chosen, preferably in patients with

small breasts. Wax compensation was used around

the breast to even out the distance from the beam

Figure 7. A scan in the thorax region with indication of the lung and the DBCG target. The tree colored lines point out the borderlines

between the photon and electron field. The magenta line marks a vertical beam at the inside of the thorax wall. The blue line is situated 1 cm

inside the lung. The red line shows the situation with the gantry turned 10-15 degrees from vertical position and the borderline 1 cm inside

the lung defined by an x-ray.

At the right side of the figure the depth of the DBCG target is indicated by the green lines for a number of slices. The tree colored lines

marks the borderlines between the photon and electron field. The black dot at the surface shows the separation of the parasternal and the

scar region.
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entrance to the pleural surface assessed by ultra-

sound. Electron energies from 6�20 MeV were

used, and the prescribed dose was 50 Gy median

absorbed dose with the 85% isodose line at the

pleural surface [66].

At that time the skin 3 cm around the lumpectomy

scar was included in the target and therefore bolus

was used during treatment. However, if severe skin

reaction occurred, bolus was discontinued during

remaining treatment as well as during boost treat-

ment. All patients received a boost of 10 to 24 Gy in

5 to 12 fractions. Most patients were treated with

electron boost fields, but photon fields were used in

patients with a deep seated tumour bed and inter-

stitial brachytherapy was used in one department

where this was technically possible. The cosmetic

outcome in relation to the different treatment

techniques, has been evaluated in details as de-

scribed in [66�68].

All patients surviving more than 3 years after

initial treatment without recurrence in the group

treated with lumpectomy and radiotherapy were

called for examination with the purpose of evaluating

the cosmetic outcome in relation to different treat-

ment techniques. On the basis of this study [66] the

electron technique including whole breast irradiation

was found to be inferior to the photon technique and

therefore this treatment technique was abandoned

from 1993. The evaluation of the cosmetic results in

this study also lead to corrections of the surgical

technique, especially by avoiding the same incision

for axillary dissection and lumpectomy in laterally

localized tumours. Finally, the use of bolus on the

lumpectomy scar was also found to impair the

cosmetic outcome and therefore the use of bolus

was later stopped.

In the DBCG 82 TM protocol the intention

was only to use conventional fractionation in pa-

tients receiving radiotherapy after breast conserving

surgery.

Radiotherapy in DBCG 89

The DBCG 89 protocols mainly addressed ques-

tions regarding more specific and more intensive

systemic therapy on the basis of predictive and

prognostic factors, such as oestrogen receptor status

and prognosis in relation to malignancy grade.

Regarding the loco-regional treatment, only preli-

minary results from the DBCG 82b and c protocols

were available [48]. A very high incidence of loco-

regional recurrence was found in both pre-and

postmenopausal women randomized to systemic

therapy alone compared to patients treated with

postoperative radiotherapy plus the same systemic

therapy. But in a small sub-group, namely patients

younger than 45 years with 4 or more positive nodes,

a significant decrease in survival was found when

treated with systemic therapy alone [12]. However,

the interpretation of these early results by the DBCG

Figure 8. Left: The depth dose curve for the open field is shown in black. To this curve we have to add the dose from electron

contamination from the Perspex tray (green) and the transmitted photon dose from the electron fields.

Middle: To the standard 10 MeVelectron depth dose we must add the contribution from the photon field containing electron contamination

and photon transmission. And on top of that the photon transmission from the electron field adds up.

Right: The same situation as in Figure 6b but the transmitted dose is higher due to the higher electron energy.
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Steering Group was, that the high rate of loco-

regional recurrences could mainly be explained by

the insufficient axillary dissection and the rather

weak CMF schedule used in the DBCG 82b

protocol and therefore might not solely indicate

radiotherapy in all high risk patients in the 89

programmes. Along with that the international

consensus about postmastectomy radiotherapy in

the late 1980’s was very negative since results from

overview analyses had shown long term negative

outcome of postoperative radiotherapy with excess

mortality in irradiated patients who survived 10 or

more years after primary treatment compared to

similar non-irradiated patients [69]. Therefore it was

decided by initiation of the DBCG 89 protocols that

postmastectomy irradiation was only indicated in

patients, who had tumour invasion through the

pectoral fascia and in patients younger than 45 years

with 4 or more positive nodes. The treatment

techniques for postmastectomy irradiation remained

unchanged from the 82 period and the combined

anterior photon/electron 3-field technique became

the preferred technique (Table I). However, in

node negative patients who had invasion into the

pectoral fascia, the target included only the chest

wall.

Since all orthovoltage units closed in the late

1980’s, only megavoltage irradiation was allowed

from 1989 and onwards (Tables I and II).

Based on the results from the DBCG 82 TM

study and similar randomized trials, which all con-

firmed that breast conserving surgery plus radio-

therapy gave similar results to mastectomy, it was

decided that breast conserving therapy could be

offered as a standard treatment to eligible patients

[70]. Postoperative radiotherapy was found indi-

cated in all patients after lumpectomy, but patients

younger than 45 years with 4 or more nodes positive

should also receive regional lymph node irradiation

in addition to irradiation of the residual breast tissue.

The two treatment techniques, either tangential

photon fields to the breast or an anterior electron

field as described above, continued as standard

techniques [Table II].

Table II. DBCG recommendations for radiotherapy after breast conserving surgery (BCS) 1977�2007.

Year

Patient age

and indication Targets Dose/fx/time Boost Techniques Remarks

1977 Not used

1982 Pts randomized to

BCT in TM82

protocol.

Residual breast�
regional RT if

node pos.

50 Gy/25 fx/5 wk 10�24 Gy/5�12 fx

or equivalent

interstitial RT

2 field tangential

3 field wide tangential.

or one anterior

electron field

Simulator plan for

all pts.

Mandatory central

registration of

treatment

1989 All pts given BCS Chest wall, axilla,

periclavicular area,

IMN.

Chest wall only to

pts with pectoral

fascie invasion.

48 Gy/24 fx/4½ wk 10�16 Gy/5�8 fx 2 field tangential

3 field wide tangential.

one anterior electron

field (stopped 1992)

Simulator plan for

all pts.

Central registration

of treatment -not

mandatory.

1995 All pts given BCS Chest wall, axilla,

periclavicular area, IMN.

Only level 3 in axilla if

]10 nodes removed.

48 Gy/24 fx/4½ wk 10�16 Gy/5�8 fx 2 field tangential

3 field wide tangential

Simulator plan for

all pts.

Central registration

of treatment -not

mandatory

1999 All pts given BCS Chest wall, axilla,

periclavicular area, IMN.

Only level 3 in axilla if

]10 nodes removed.

48 Gy/24 fx/4½ wk 10�16 Gy/5�8 fx 2 field tangential

3 field wide tangential.

Simulator plan for

all pts.

Central registration

of treatment �
mandatory from

2000.

2001 All pts given BCS

Including pts. with

DCIS

Chest wall, axilla,

periclavicular area, IMN

(only to pts with tumors

at the right side). Only

level 3 in axilla if ]10

nodes removed.

48 Gy/24 fx/4½ wk 10�16 Gy/5�8 fx

Not standard in

pts �50 yr

2 field tangential

3 field wide tangential.

Development of

CT planning. 2002.

Central registration

of treatment

IMN: Internal mammary nodes; RT: Radiotherapy.
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The dose to the loco-regional target irrespective

of type of surgery was reduced to 48 Gy in 24

fractions with 5 fractions per week due to the timing

of concomitant cyclophosphamide and radiotherapy

and more intensive chemotherapy with 3 weeks’

interval and randomization to CEF vs. CMF in the

DBCG 89d protocol [Tables I and III] [9]. Also the

boost dose was reduced to 10 Gy in 5 fractions in

patients having lumpectomy with a resection margin

larger than 5 mm from the invasive tumour and to

16 Gy in 8 fractions in patients with a smaller margin

or DCIS close to margin. The boost techniques

remained unchanged from the previous protocol

but it became mandatory for the surgeons to mark

the tumour bed with clips and also to separate the

incision for axillary dissection from the incision for

lumpectomy in laterally localized tumour with the

aim to reduce the boost volume (Table II).

When the results from the follow-up examination

of all patients in the DBCG 82 TM protocol became

available in 1992, the anterior electron beam techni-

que was abandoned due to inferior cosmetic results

with marked late skin reactions such as teleangiecta-

sia and dyspigmentation [66,68]. At the same time

the 4 fraction-per-week schedule, which had been

used in some departments to be able to do machine

checks during normal working hours, was stopped in

addition to other minor corrections (Table II).

Due to the very high recurrence rates in the

DBCG 82 b and c studies, which in particular

occurred in the axilla and on the chest wall, the

surgeons did major efforts to improve the surgical

technique, especially to improve the axillary dissec-

tion [8,9]. Therefore from 1994 the requirements for

a proper axillary dissection became the removal of at

least 10 nodes compared to 4 nodes previously.

In the beginning of 1995 an analysis of the 82b

study showed significant survival benefit in all pre-

menopausal patients who after mastectomy received

radiotherapy in addition to CMF. Therefore, the

indications for postmastectomy irradiation and re-

gional nodal irradiation after breast conservative

surgery were extended to include all pre-menopausal

node positive patients. To avoid complications such

as lymph oedema and impairment of shoulder

movements with a combination of radiation and

more aggressive axillary surgery, the target in the

axilla was reduced to include only level 3, whereas

the periclaviculary and internal mammary nodes

were included as previously described (Table I and

Figure 3).

During the 1990’s the radiotherapy guidelines

were revised several times and quality control visits

in all 6 Danish megavoltage centres were carried

out in 1996. This process did later also include

the Department of Radiotherapy, St. Franziskus-

Hospital in Flensburg, which from 2000 became the

seventh megavolt centre in DBCG. Since then this

department has in close collaboration with the

DBCG radiotherapy group treated patients from

the southern part of Jutland following the DBCG

guidelines and reporting the radiotherapy data to

the central DBCG registry (Table I).

In 1999 the indications for post-mastectomy

radiotherapy were extended to include also all

post-menopausal patients due to publication of the

results from the DBCG 82c protocol, which showed

significant benefit of radiotherapy both in terms of

local control and 10-year-survival, similar to the 82b

study. Thus, during 1999 the number of patients,

who should routinely receive postoperative radio-

therapy increased dramatically and this lead to

longer and longer waiting times and a need for larger

treatment capacity in the country.

Radiotherapy in DBCG 99

In general, the indications for post-operative radio-

therapy after mastectomy and lumpectomy have not

changed since 1999. There is no upper age limit for

Table III. Timing of radiotherapy (RT) and chemotherapy in DBCG.

DBCG

programme Sequence and type of chemotherapy Remarks

1977 RT concomitant with 12�C or 12�CMF 4 weeks cycle. C given orally, MF i.v. day 1 and 8.

1982 RT sequential with 8�CMF 4 weeks cycle. CMF i.v. One cycle before start of RT,

seven after.

1989 RT concomitant/sequential with 9�CMF or 9�CEF 3 weeks cycle. CMF/CEF i.v. One cycle before start of

RT. Cx2 during RT. CMF/CEF after.

2001 RT after 7�CEF Subsequent followed by Herceptin (from 2006) 3 weeks cycle. RT given up front/sequential C if

non-radical surgery.

2007 RT after 3�EC�3�T, but concomitant with Herceptin 3 weeks cycle.

1977�2007 Endocrine therapy, mostly Tamoxifen 20-30 mg daily has been

given simultaneous with RT in all programmes.

C: Cyclophosphamide; M: Methrotrexate; F: 5-Fluouracil; E: Epirubicin; T: Taxotere.
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standard radiotherapy after lumpectomy, whereas

post-mastectomy irradiation in high-risk patients

older than 70 years is based on individual evaluation

of benefits versus risks in relation to medical condi-

tions.

The timing of radiotherapy and chemotherapy

has changed over the years as previously mentioned

and described in Table III. However, since 2001 it

has been standard to give chemotherapy first,

followed immediately by radiotherapy except in

patients with residual tumour after surgery. There

is no clear evidence neither from the literature nor

from previous DBCG studies what the optimal

timing is [71�73].

Along with the installation of new equipments

with CT dose planning systems and new treatment

facilities including multi-leaf collimators it has

been necessary to change the guidelines and revise

the targets accordingly. Thus, it became clear that

inclusion of the internal mammary nodes was not

always sufficient with the previous standard techni-

ques [74]. Moreover it became clear that especially

the use of wide tangential fields in patients who

should receive loco-regional irradiation after lum-

pectomy, would often include large volumes of

ipsilateraly lung, and also the anterior part of the

heart, and sometimes also parts of the opposite

breast. Thus a serious problem was defined, since

there is clear evidence that inclusion of just a smaller

volume of the anterior part of the heart will result

in excess cardiac morbidity and mortality due to

ischemic cardiac disease, which could counterba-

lance a moderate benefit from radiotherapy. Further,

the standard adjuvant chemotherapy in most pa-

tients now includes more cardiotoxic drugs, such as

anthracyclins and Herceptin. Analysis of a study

including different doses of anthracyclins in combi-

nation with postoperative radiotherapy, including

different volumes of the heart in the target has

shown significant increase of cardiotoxicity [75].

At present neither the previous DBCG protocols

nor the international literature has proved the

benefit of inclusion of IMN in high risk- patients.

Only one large trial (EORTC 22922/10925) has

addressed this question (closed in 2002 after alloca-

tion of more than 4 000 patients). Results from this

trial will not be available until 5�10 years after stop

of accrual. On the basis of these considerations it

was decided that in high risk patients, irrespective of

lumpectomy or mastectomy, the target should not

include the internal mammary nodes in patients with

left-sided breast cancer whereas the target in patients

with right-sided breast cancer if possible should

include the internal mammary nodes (Figure 3).

Following activation of these guidelines implemen-

ted in 2003, prospective registration of all radio-

therapy data would allow a later analysis of the

outcome in left-sided versus right-sided high risk

patients with regard to tumour control, survival

and cardiac morbidity. Currently techniques, which

safely can assure minimal radiation dose to the lung

and heart are under evaluation for routine use [76],

as well as the large RACE study which is aimed to

define the risk targets [77].

Since the beginning of 2000, registration of all

radiotherapy data has been mandatory in all patients

receiving radiotherapy, including information to

the central registry why radiotherapy is not given if

indicated (Tables I and II).

Radiotherapy in DBCG 2007

With the development of CT based treatment

planning in all patients [78] much more detailed

information about the coverage the target, dose

homogeneity and of risk organs is available if electro-

nically recorded. It is the ambition to do a nation-

wide quality control based on these registrations in

the future as well as to continue to do national trials

and answer new questions regarding optimal radio-

therapy in early breast cancer.

Along with national screening programmes more

and more patients will be eligible for lumpectomy

and thereby the need for post-operative radiotherapy

will increase. This is a big challenge at a time when

the resources are limited. Therefore the accumulat-

ing evidence about the use of a moderate hypofrac-

tionation schedule after lumpectomy is of great

interest [79,80], but due to the previous serious

complications seen in patients treated in the 77

protocols the DBCG radiotherapy group has

decided to be cautious before accepting such treat-

ment as a standard. Thus the plan is to evaluate the

hypofractionation schedule in a randomized setting

with morbidity as the primary endpoint. The sugges-

tion is to compare 40 Gy in 15 fractions in 3 weeks

with 50 Gy in 25 fractions in 5 weeks in patients with

node negative disease where only irradiation to

residual breast is indicated. The morbidity evalua-

tion will include cosmetic outcome, acute and late

radiation effect in relation to volume irradiated,

quality of treatment technique, interaction with

other treatments and patient characteristics as well

as identification of genetic profiles – in other words

include all the knowledge we have gained from the

past.

Another pertinent issue is partial irradiation after

lumpectomy in selected low-risk patients. This is a

new treatment approach, which is currently being

studied in several randomized trials throughout

the world [9,81].Similarly to the hypofractionation

protocol described above, the DBCG radiotherapy
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group also plan a randomized study regarding partial

versus whole breast irradiation, again with morbidity

evaluation as the primary endpoint. The prepara-

tions for this protocol has been underway for a

longer time in collaboration with the DBCG surgery

group to obtain sufficient knowledge about which

method to choose and to find which patients would

be eligible [9,81].

Concluding remarks

During the 30 years time period of DBCG post-

operative radiotherapy in breast cancer has moved

from orthovoltage treatment based on direct clinical

‘‘set up’’ to megavoltage radiation with 2D and 3D

treatment planning [1,78]. The close collaboration

between physicists, radiobiologists and oncologists

in the DBCG radiotherapy group has made it

possible to design a treatment technique which was

tested in the DBCG 82b and c trials and showed to

be very effective with respect to tumour control and

without major acute and late radiation morbidity.

Through these studies, DBCG has contributed with

important evidence about the role of postoperative

radiotherapy in early breast cancer, and thereby also

supported the current paradigm that optimal loco-

regional tumour control has influence on survival

[82].

The DBCG structure with its scientific radio-

therapy committee has given the basis for detailed

studies of e.g., detailed evaluation of radiation

morbidity in one or two centres in combination

with national surveys and register based studies in a

population, where the indications and guidelines for

radiotherapy have been uniform. This has resulted in

a large number of publications regarding clinical,

radiobiological and physical aspects in radiotherapy

of breast cancer as referred to in this paper. The

structure of the radiotherapy group has also created

the basis for several doctoral theses dealing with the

scientific relevant issues related to radiotherapy in

breast cancer [83�89].

The challenge for the DBCG radiotherapy group

in the future will especially be the fast growing

development in the technical possibilities in radio-

therapy. This might help to design more focussed

treatment planning in the individual patient with

optimized tumour control and reduced radiation

dose to critical tissues. In addition continuing work

has to be done to tailor the radiation treatment to the

extent of surgery and type of systemic therapy

guided by the developed prognostic and predictive

knowledge.
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